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Based on
Prestele R and Verburg PH [in review] The overlooked spatial dimension of climate-smart
agriculture. Ambio.

THE OVERLOOKED SPATIAL DIMENSION OF CLIMATE-
SMART AGRICULTURE



Climate-smart agriculture (CSA) and sustainable intensification (SI) are widely claimed to
be high-potential solutions to address the interlinked challenges of food security and cli-

mate change. Operationalization of these promising concepts is still lacking and potential
trade-offs are often not considered in current assessments. Here, we argue that CSA and SI
must be evaluated by spatially explicit trade-off analysis, taking into account biophysical limi-
tations of suggested benefits, socioeconomic barriers to adoption, and feedback mechanisms
across scales. There is a need to identify those locations where synergies in land funcntions can
be maximized in order to meet the global targets. We call for more attention towards spatial
planning and landscape optimization approaches in theh operationalization of CSA and SI to
navigate potential trade-offs.

Abstract
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7.1 Introduction
Ensuring food security and limiting the impacts of climate change will pose huge chal-

lenges to humanity within the coming decades [Godfray et al. 2010; Peters et al. 2013]. Despite
great success in the past, including more than a doubling of world food production within
only four decades, similar growth rates of agricultural yields are unlikely to be achieved in fu-
ture [Ray et al. 2013]. Moreover, the past increases in agricultural production came at the cost
of the environment and ecosystem services provided to society [Power 2010]. Hence, contin-
uing expansion of cropland would further increase the pressure on finite resources [Tilman et
al. 2011]. Agricultural intensification is often seen as the best way forward given competing
claims on limited land resources to sustain Earth System functioning [Benton et al. 2018]. As
an alternative to environmentally unsustainable intensification trajectories and to increase syn-
ergies in land functions, the concept of sustainable intensification (SI) has been presented as a
high-potential solution [Pretty 2008; Garnett et al. 2013; Rockström et al. 2017]. SI summarizes
agricultural management strategies that are supposed to deliver on the increase of agricultural
production while minimizing the environmental costs and is, in the context of climate change
mitigation and adaptation, widely overlapping with the concept of climate-smart agriculture
(CSA) [Campbell et al. 2014]. CSA recently gained momentum across scales due to some cen-
tral promises, which include (1) an increase of total agricultural production on present-day
agricultural areas (=intensification) [Garnett et al. 2013], (2) the reduction of greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions and enhancement of carbon sinks (=climate change mitigation) [Smith et al.
2008], and (3) increasing resilience of agricultural systems towards climate change (=climate
change adaptation) [Lipper et al. 2014].

Despite these aspirational claims, surprisingly less attention has been paid to the fact that
the benefits of these new approaches to agriculture are likely to be not globally uniform. In
fact, the spatial variation of environmental and socioeconomic conditions critically affects the
outputs of CSA systems at the local scale and the first critical papers analyzing this spatial
component have started to appear. For example, Rasmussen et al. [2018] recently reviewed the
social-ecological trade-offs in middle- and low-income countries at the local scale. Moreover,
feedbacks from the local scale impacts to the global food and climate systems will determine
if, and to what extent, CSA provides a viable option at the global scale with still overall posi-
tive effects. For example, to achieve real synergies between climate and food production ob-
jectives at the local scale, decreases in yields may be unavoidable and cause land clearing
elsewhere to compensate for these losses. Similarly, local increases in yields may induce expan-
sion of agricultural land as the revenue for the farmer will be larger and consumer prices lower
[Lambin and Meyfroidt 2011].

While such processes and potential negative trade-offs are mentioned widely in the litera-
ture, including the influential publications dealing with SI and CSA [Pretty 2008; Garnett et al.
2013; Godfray and Garnett 2014; Lipper et al. 2014; Smith 2016c; Rockström et al. 2017], they
are treated as mere sidelines and hardly nuance the main message of high hopes in the global
potential of these measures. To date, hardly any attempts are made to quantify the local-scale
co-benefits and trade-offs and derive more realistic net impacts at the larger scale. While some
studies look at spatial variation in the context and, hence, the limitations to apply SI or CSA
measures everywhere [Scherer et al. 2018], comprehensive quantification is lacking. Global as-
sessments too often include uniform effects of improved agricultural management on all
cropland (e.g., for soil carbon sequestration; Smith et al. [2018a]) or implicit assumptions about
potential yield gains in present-day cropping systems [e.g., Griscom et al. 2017].
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While not arguing against the potential benefits of CSA as compared to conventional in-
tensification trajectories, in our view the dimensions of location and scale are key for the as-
sessment of trade-offs and synergies of CSA interventions. Small-scale variations eventually
determine the aggregated impacts on the food and climate systems, and thus should be moved
into the center of the debate instead of being only a sideline discussion. In the following sec-
tion we elaborate on this argument based on two key components of CSA systems: (1)
changes in yields and (2) carbon sequestration in agricultural soils. Subsequently, we illustrate
the spatially variable effects of CSA on yields and soil carbon sequestration using the example
of large-scale adoption of conservation agriculture (CA) in sub-Saharan Africa. From this il-
lustrative analysis we identify main challenges that need to be addressed in the operationaliza-
tion of CSA as a key strategy to address major food system and environmental challenges.

7.2 Why location and scale matter

7.2.1 From where to go: the importance of initial conditions

Humans have altered their natural environment for millennia to grow crops, raise livestock,
and harvest wood for different purposes. These interventions have been not globally uniform,
but started at different times, lasted over various time periods, and were applied with different
intensities [Ellis et al. 2013], leading to a distinct spatial pattern of human impact on the envi-
ronment [Haberl et al. 2007]. Agricultural soils experienced different structural and chemical
changes compared to their natural state depending on the history of cultivation [Lal 2018].
Consequently, the potential carbon sequestration capacity at the local scale is strongly depen-
dent on this history of cultivation and the changes in soil characteristics that have resulted
from this history [Lal 2004b]. Meta-analyses of field studies reported average soil organic car-
bon (SOC) losses of 30-50% compared to SOC stock under natural vegetation following cul-
tivation, depending on land conversion type, climate zone, and moisture regime [Guo and
Gifford 2002; Ogle et al. 2005; Don et al. 2011]. However, a recent modeling study that was
based on a large database of soil profile observations by Sanderman et al. [2017] emphasized
the spatial variability of historical SOC loss, showing a much more nuanced spatial pattern of
SOC losses. Moreover, the present-day SOC content influences the rate and duration of car-
bon sequestration rates after a management change (e.g., the conversion to no-till systems; TO
West and Six [2007]), determining for which time period a soil can act as a carbon sink. Soils at
locations with a long history of cultivation and larger depletion of SOC stocks may therefore
provide a much higher capacity to store carbon than soils at locations where a short history of
cultivation (or more sustainable management during cultivation) has led to smaller overall SOC
losses [Figure 7-1a]. Furthermore, degradation and erosion of soil depth may have strongly
limited the capacity of soils to sequester carbon as compared to their original conditions.

Similarly, present-day observed yields are spatially heterogeneous. Mostly differences in
technological opportunities and management strategies (e.g., the application of fertilizers or
irrigation) determine the yield that is currently achieved within a certain region. ND Mueller et
al. [2012] mapped yield gaps (=difference between observed yields and attainable yields given
biophysical conditions and optimal management) for 17 major crops at the global scale. A
similar analysis was conducted by Neumann et al. [2010]. Both studies show that yield gaps
vary greatly across the globe, with a clear distinction between regions with yield gaps on aver-
age almost closed (e.g., Western Europe and North America) and regions with on average high
potential to increase yields (e.g., sub-Saharan Africa). However, also within these regions small-
scale differences are remarkable. Consequently, potential gains in local agricultural production
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vary distinctly and depend on the currently achieved yields. In regions with large yield gaps,
initial strong yield gains are likely to be achieved following the adoption of CSA practices
[Pretty 2008]. This is, however, mainly because any improvement in the agricultural production
process will increase yields, while it is not clear yet if equal yield levels can be achieved with
sustainable practices as with conventional intensification measures. In fact, meta-analysis of
yields in CSA systems, mostly based on field studies from areas with small yield gaps, indicates
that conversion to CSA systems leads, on average, to yield decreases [Pittelkow et al. 2015].
Given these uncertainties in the local yield response, one of the main considerations in large-
scale CSA introduction is up to which maximum levels yields can be improved as compared to
conventional intensification. We acknowledge that the focus on the yield gap may underesti-
mate the potential benefits of CSA on, for example, temporal stability of yields and adaptabil-
ity to future climate conditions [Lipper et al. 2014]. However, yield responses are an essential
variable in a global context with expected increases in population and projected dietary devel-
opments. Lower yields from sustainable agriculture would further increase the challenge for
demand-side measures to limit these increasing demands [Davis et al. 2016].

7.2.2 How far we can get (1): maximum potentials determined by
biophysical conditions

Next to the spatially variable initial conditions, carbon sequestration potential and potential
yields are determined by local variations of the resource base. The maximum capacity of a soil
to store carbon is determined by soil physical and chemical properties [Stewart et al. 2007; Lal
2018]. For example, soils containing a high fraction of clay tend to have higher carbon satura-
tion levels [TO West and Six 2007]. Hence, even under the assumption of identical initial con-
ditions, the absolute sequestration potential would vary greatly across space [Figure 7-1b].
Similarly, attainable yields, that is, the upper boundary what is biophysically possible, depend
on soil and climatic conditions. Thus, yields under CSA are analogous to yields under conven-
tional intensification constrained at the local scale. Moreover, multiple case studies conducted
under various environmental conditions have shown that the added value of particular CSA

Figure 7-1. Determinants of potential carbon sequestration, yield or other ecosystem services upon adoption of
CSA. Variability in initial conditions (a), variability in maximum potentials (b), and variability in socioeconomic
constraints (c).
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practices vary along environmental gradients. For example, conservation agriculture tends to
be more effective in arid regions due to improved water use efficiency, leading to similar or
even higher yields as compared to traditional tillage-based agriculture [Pittelkow et al. 2015]. In
contrast, decreasing yields have been reported in humid climates, related to water-logging of
the soils [Ogle et al. 2012]. Hence, CSA practices might be a useful strategy for intensification
under certain conditions, but can lead to substantial yield losses at other locations.

7.2.3 How far we can get (2): realistic potentials determined by
socioeconomic barriers

Despite the purely biophysical limitations, the local socioeconomic context is critical for
the success and extent of CSA adoption [Figure 7-1c]. While agricultural regions that are well
connected to the market and integrated in the global trade system generally provide higher op-
portunities to adopt technical advances and new approaches in agriculture, others are con-
strained by societal structures, institutional barriers, or unrewarding agricultural policies
[Adenle et al. 2015]. Under these circumstances it becomes difficult to reach adoption of CSA
practices across larger scales. For example, the limited duration and constrained financial op-
portunities of extension programs promoting the introduction of conservation agriculture re-
strict its long-term success in sub-Saharan Africa [Giller et al. 2009]. Therefore, the success of
CSA and related benefits not only depend on what is biophysically possible and desirable, but
also on the socioeconomic context that may facilitate or constrain possibilities to upscale CSA
to larger areas [B Brown et al. 2018].

7.2.4 Feedbacks across scales

The variability in initial conditions, the natural resource base, and the capability of local
communities to implement CSA determines the aggregated carbon sequestration and produc-
tion potentials of climate-smart practices at a place. It is thus crucial to account for the local
context when assessing the opportunities and applicability of CSA. Untargeted claims to in-
troduce CSA at any place may lead to overall detrimental and unintentional impacts. For ex-
ample, if a CSA practice will reach lower improvements of yields than conventional practices,
cropland expansion may be triggered elsewhere to compensate for the loss of production
[Lambin and Meyfroidt 2011]. Such compensation is of course dependent on the assumption
of market and consumer demand remaining equal, which depends on the scale of production
changes and price elasticity. Environmental benefits of CSA such as increased carbon seques-
tration might be very small and not cost-effective at certain places [Smith et al. 2008]. Using
such land for CSA might not be viable if under conventional intensification high yields are
feasible. Especially in the context of carbon sequestration, a land sparing strategy that aims at
minimizing additional carbon loss through deforestation and sparing land for afforestation,
might be much more beneficial than the gains that can be achieved by converting cropland to
climate-smart systems. To date, continental- to global-scale assessments often do not depict
such nuances. For example, average CO2 mitigation potentials are commonly applied to all
cropland soils to calculate global mitigation potentials of improved soil management [Smith et
al. 2008; Griscom et al. 2017]. These uniform sequestration rates do not account for the vari-
ous aspects of spatial variability discussed above, potentially overestimating the carbon bene-
fits from CSA across scales. To distinguish the locations where benefits from CSA can be
maximized from those where trade-offs are expected to dominate the outcome remains a criti-
cal issue to better estimate the potential of CSA and target areas for implementation.
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7.3 Illustration: Synergies and trade-offs of large-scale uptake of CA

7.3.1 Spatially explicit impacts

Using the example of conservation agriculture (CA) in sub-Saharan Africa we illustrate
potential synergies and trade-offs that may be associated with implementation to support our
arguments. We here concentrate on the effects of carbon sequestration and yield changes fol-
lowing the large-scale adoption of CA. To account for socioeconomic as well as biophysical
limitations to the uptake of CA in sub-Saharan Africa, we restrict the assessment to the area
estimated in a study of future CA adoption [Prestele et al. 2018 (Chapter 5)]. Impacts on crop
yields are approximated by applying crop-specific changes to yields upon adoption of CA
[Pittelkow et al. 2015] to yield distribution maps for around the year 2000 [Monfreda et al.
2008]. For crops not covered by Pittelkow et al. [2015] we assumed no impact of CA on crop
yields. Yield changes are further differentiated by climate (arid vs. humid regions) and irriga-
tion [Trabucco and Zomer 2009; Siebert et al. 2015]. Carbon sequestration potential in CA
soils is estimated following the methodology of Zomer et al. [2017], who mapped the carbon
sequestration potential in agricultural soils using scenarios of Sommer and Bossio [2014] and
present-day soil carbon contents from Hengl et al. [2017]. We additionally constrain these esti-
mates by the historical SOC loss due to land-use change as provided by Sanderman et al.
[2017]. This is still a very optimistic assumption as it is unlikely that on agricultural land similar
carbon levels are reached as under natural vegetation. Both indicators are mapped at a contin-
uous scale for each 5 × 5 arcminute grid cell over sub-Saharan Africa and are classified into
low, medium, and high impacts based on the lower quartile, interquartile range, and upper
quartile, respectively [Figure 7-2c]. Methodological details are given in Appendix F.

Accounting for the barriers and socioeconomic constraints to CA adoption as discussed in
Prestele et al. [2018] [Chapter 5] limits the potential area for CA adoption from 194 Mha (=all
arable land) to 103 Mha [Figure 7-2a]. In the remaining areas, impacts on grid-cell level yields
range from a decrease of 20.3% to an increase of 5.8%. Substantial yield declines upon CA
adoption are expected in the south of Angola, the coastal region of western Africa, and
Madagascar [Figure 7-2a]. These are mainly the regions where root crops (cassava, potato,
sugarbeet, sweetpotato, taro, yam) are the dominant crop types, which have been reported to
respond with substantial yield decreases under CA [Pittelkow et al. 2015]. Results for the
southern part of Africa (Botswana, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe) show small yield in-
creases at the grid-cell level, but are also most uncertain as in these areas a substantial part
(~70% of total production) of the crops are crops not covered by Pittelkow et al. [2015] and
hence yield impacts are unknown.

The highest gains in soil carbon storage were reached at the northern edge of cropland
extent of sub-Saharan Africa, with some smaller high-potential areas in South Africa, Kenya,
and Tanzania [Figure 7-2b]. Compared to present-day carbon stocks changes range from small
increases (~+0.5%) to almost threefold increases (~+173%) at the grid-cell level. In per area
values increases range from 1.0 to 13.0 tha-1. If accounted for the actual area under CA within
a 5 × 5 arcminute grid cell, the maximum potential found in a grid cell are around 0.1 Mt C.
Overall around 0.47 Gt carbon could be sequestered in the agricultural soils of sub-Saharan
Africa given the assumptions in our analysis.

In Figure 7-2c trade-offs and synergies are mapped along two gradients: (1) potential in-
crease in soil carbon sequestration and (2) yield changes. Given the assumptions underlying
our analysis, the highest opportunities to gain in both dimensions (dark green) or to deal with
only weak trade-offs (light green, light blue) are found in South Africa and in the Sahel zone.
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In contrast, climate-smart management in the form of CA would lead to only small carbon
increases at the cost of strong yield losses (red) in the southeast of Angola and various smaller
regions across sub-Saharan Africa. A trade-off between carbon sequestration and agricultural
production occurs in regions colored in yellow and orange (e.g., coastal region of Western
Africa), where carbon gains could be achieved only on the cost of yield losses. The results
emphasize the very heterogeneous pattern of potential synergies and trade-offs across the
continent, highlighting the importance of the spatial dimension in such calculations.

7.3.2 Potential feedbacks to the continental scale

The spatial heterogeneity of impacts may have implications at the larger scale, for example
by a larger demand for agricultural areas, and associated deforestation, in response to yield
losses as compared to conventional practices. To provide an indication of this effect, we cal-
culated the total agricultural production and overall carbon sequestration under the CA adop-
tion scenario for sub-Saharan Africa based on the data discussed in the previous section.
Changes in agricultural production are expressed relative to present-day numbers, assuming
that the relative yield changes applied to the individual crops in the previous section represent
the difference in yield between sustainable and conventional intensification. We acknowledge
that this is a simplified assumption. However, as most of the field studies underlying the meta-
analysis of Pittelkow et al. [2015] originate from regions with high yields, we use this as an ap-
proximation. Moreover, the purpose of this calculation is to raise awareness for potential
detrimental consequences rather than a precise quantification. Given these assumptions, the

Figure 7-2. Yield changes relative to present-day conditions (a) and carbon increases in Mt C per 5 × 5 arcminute grid
cell (b) following the implementation of conservation agriculture. Synergies and trade-offs (c) concerning the two in-
dicators based on quantile classification. Light gray areas in (a) indicate no changes to yields due to missing data. Dark
gray areas indicate croplands that are not suitable for conservation agriculture according to the potential map of
Prestele et al. [2018] [Chapter 5].
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results show that large-scale implementation of CA would lead to an overall decrease of pro-
duction by about 2.6% as compared to conventional intensification, while around 0.47 Gt car-
bon could be sequestered. If this decrease in production would be compensated for by
cropland expansion, this would lead to a loss of carbon from land-use change elsewhere. As a
rough approximation, assuming average present-day yields on new cropland areas and an ex-
pansion of cropland into the most suitable areas [Zabel et al. 2014], this would lead to a loss of
~0.44 Gt carbon [Appendix F6], which is in the same order of magnitude than what has been
gained by the CA practices. In reality the losses may be larger, as cropland expansion is likely
to take place in areas less suitable for agricultural production, leading to lower yields as the
current average. The overall benefits of CA introduction could be maximized, if introduction
is targeted towards these areas where yield losses are smallest and carbon gains are largest, in-
stead of uniform adoption. Land sparing by maximizing yields through conventional intensifi-
cation in areas with small carbon gains in contrast can free up land for restoration and
afforestation to increase the carbon sink capacity.

7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Limitations of the illustrative calculations

The illustrative calculations are not a comprehensive quantification of trade-offs and syn-
ergies, but are rather used to emphasize and raise awareness for the spatial component of the
potential trade-offs of CA adoption. Many of the underlying data and assumptions are uncer-
tain. More research is required to reduce these uncertainties to help better targeting of pro-
grams to stimulate CA. The potential extent of CA in the calculations is based on a review of
the constraining factors of CA by Prestele et al. [2018] [Chapter 5], which is translated into a
map using spatial proxies. Moreover, currently available spatial data do not allow to capture the
full extent of spatial variation in yield impacts and carbon sequestration potentials.

We made assumptions that lead to the most favorable outcomes of CA and the results can
be seen as an upper potential of implementation of CA. The results are rather disappointing
on the potential of CA. While we only considered CA and its potential effects on yields and
soil carbon stock, CA and other CSA systems may have many more benefits. In some cases,
adoption of CSA may be justified even in case of negative implications on the dimensions an-
alyzed because of its favorable impact on other dimensions (e.g., household income, water
savings, yield stability). Extending the approach from our illustration to additional practices,
biodiversity and a wider set of ecosystem services and livelihood conditions will better ensure
no-regret options on investments of changes in farming systems and is likely to be more suc-
cessful than a dogmatic approach neglecting other dimensions and potential trade-offs. Our il-
lustrative analysis substantiates the concerns raised in the sidelines of many papers on the local
consequences of CSA adoption.

7.4.2 From global claims to spatially explicit trade-off analysis

Although the concepts of SI and CSA already have a history of ~20 years [Pretty 1997],
they have gained momentum in the literature in recent years as a solution for managing the
global land resource and navigating trade-offs between different global challenges [Smith
2018a; Weltin et al. 2018]. Some authors mainly base the concepts on increasing production
while minimizing environmental costs in the context of food security [Pretty 2008; Godfray
and Garnett 2014], others define absolute sustainability criteria within planetary boundaries
[Rockström et al. 2017] or focus on imitating ecological processes [Tilman 1999; Kuyper and
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Struik 2014]. However, we argue that these approaches are centered too much on a global per-
spective and optimal outcomes of various SI or CSA measures. Rasmussen et al. [2018] indi-
cate that there is variation in trade-offs from SI. However, they still do not account for off-site
effects, i.e., even if there is a local ‘win-win’ situation, displacement effects could compensate
for these wins at a larger scale.

To really operationalize the concepts a spatial perspective is required, targeting those areas
where benefits are largest and trade-offs are minimized. Calculating potentials based on aver-
age numbers has the risk of obscuring many of the trade-offs that happen at the local scale
and hamper the achievement of global targets. As discussed for example in Garnett et al.
[2013] and Lipper et al. [2014], SI and CSA can involve a large range of agricultural practices
that need to be locally adapted and may include conventional intensification at some places, if
the benefits at a larger scale prevail the detrimental impacts at the local scale. To identify these
locally adapted strategies and specific locations where they are most beneficial, spatially explicit
assessment of a range of practices at high spatial resolution is urgently required. Weltin et al.
[2018] recently published a framework that includes spatial planning and landscape optimiza-
tion approaches under SI. It is exactly these approaches that use spatial variation to navigate
trade-offs. Based on our arguments, we plea for more attention to these approaches.

While the potential benefits of CSA are certainly spatially variable, the trade-offs strongly
depend on the yield responses to adopting CSA measures. If yield is negatively influenced as

Figure 7-3. Schematic overview of spatially explicit trade-off analysis required to evaluate CSA practices from the
local to continental (global) scales, based on the example of conservation agriculture and for yield and carbon impacts.
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compared to current or conventional intensification practices, there is a high risk of displace-
ment of production with high potential of associated carbon losses that offset the CSA car-
bon gains. When CSA adoption would go together with demand-side changes such as dietary
change, such displacement effects could be minimized. Therefore, Scherer and Verburg [2017]
argued for synchronizing supply- and demand-side CSA measures to fully use the potentials.

7.5 Conclusion
Management techniques that have been proposed to be climate-smart need to be rigor-

ously evaluated at the local scale to identify that management options that maximize agricul-
tural output, deliver co-benefits towards global targets such as climate change mitigation, and
minimize environmental impacts and displacement of production at the local scale. To date,
the lack of suitable indicators and data largely limit comprehensive and spatially explicit ap-
proaches as indicated in our illustrative analysis. Future approaches should therefore focus on
[Figure 7-3]:

(1) Identification of a range of most promising climate-smart interventions and relevant
indicators that need to be further evaluated at the local scale. Recent literature review
and meta-analyses provide entry points towards the question ‘Which agricultural
systems are sustainable and climate smart at which location?’ [Mahon et al. 2017;
Scherer and Verburg 2017; Weltin et al. 2018]. Much more attention is needed to
operationalize such analysis and translate these to practical implications.

(2) Mapping of the spatially variable initial conditions of relevant ecosystem services to
determine the starting point for CSA interventions at the local scale. Spatial analysis,
integration of various data streams, and modeling approaches need to be employed.
For example, statistical models can be used to extend in situ measurements across
larger scales [Hengl et al. 2017]. Due to inherent uncertainties from such approaches,
robust uncertainty estimates are a crucial part of this step.

(3) Mapping of the spatially variable maximum (=biophysically possible) and realistic
(=constrained by socioeconomic conditions) potentials in order to maximize relevant
ecosystem services while not depleting others, including expected changes under
future climatic conditions. Required methods are similar to the mapping of initial
conditions with a stronger focus on modeling approaches (e.g., crop models, climate
models). This includes the most critical step as multiple biophysical and socioeco-
nomic drivers will determine these potentials and large knowledge gaps especially
exist regarding socioeconomic constraints that mostly determine the realistic
potential.

(4) Analysis of the risk and extent of displacement effects in case yield difference due to
CSA adoption occur. Such would require more knowledge on the linkages between
demand and supply and the ways in which CSA could contribute to limiting demand
[Scherer and Verburg 2017].

A large body of research has shown that SI and CSA certainly can make their contribution
towards solutions for the interlinked global challenges of food security and climate change.
However, this potential is strongly reduced if spatial variation is ignored. Spatially explicit
trade-off analysis and spatial planning approaches therefore need to be employed to optimize
co-benefits and avoid adverse feedback effects at larger scales.
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